
 I AM THE VIOLET FLAME 70.11

In the name of the beloved mighty victorious Presence of 
God, I AM in me, and my very own beloved Holy Christ Self, 
I call to beloved Alpha and Omega in the heart of God in our 
Great Central Sun, beloved Saint Germain, beloved Portia, 
beloved Archangel Zadkiel, beloved Holy Amethyst, beloved 
Mighty Arcturus and Victoria, beloved Kuan Yin, Goddess of 
Mercy, beloved Oromasis and Diana, beloved Mother Mary, 
beloved Jesus, beloved Omri-Tas, ruler of the violet planet, 
beloved great Karmic Board, beloved Guru Ma and Lanello, 
the entire Spirit of the Great White Brotherhood and the World 
Mother, elemental life—fire, air, water, and earth!

To expand the Violet Flame within my heart, purify my 
four lower bodies, transmute all misqualified energy I have ever 
im posed upon life, and blaze mercy’s healing ray throughout the 
earth, the elementals, and all mankind and answer this my call 
infinitely, presently, and forever:

 I AM the Violet Flame
  In action in me now
 I AM the Violet Flame
  To Light alone I bow
 I AM the Violet Flame
  In mighty Cosmic Power
 I AM the Light of God
  Shining every hour
 I AM the Violet Flame
  Blazing like a sun
 I AM God’s sacred power
  Freeing every one

And in full Faith. . .
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Note: You may use the preamble for 70.11 for any violet-flame decree. Throughout 
the violet-flame section the word “purple” may be inserted in place of the word 
“violet.” The action of the violet flame (orchid pink) has a greater quality of mercy 
and forgiveness; the purple flame (the color of the flower that goes by the name of 
“violet”) has a greater electronic cleansing action that, when used alternately with 
the healing green decrees, will effectively purify and heal the four lower bodies. The 
body of this decree may also be sung to the tune of “Santa Lucia” by repeating the 
final two I AM affirmations.
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